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Congratulations on your decision to create  

your first online pop-up store! 
 
 
If you apply the ideas included in this Online Pop-Up Store Blueprint for Success during your 
first campaign, we assure you that you will not be disappointed.  
 
You may be wondering why we refer to your pop-up store as a “campaign”. Well, a 
campaign is defined as “working in an organized and active way toward a particular goal”.  
 
And even though your pop-up store may look like a mini online retail shop, it’s really so 
much more. It’s about sharing an idea that you really believe in by using an intentional, 
focused strategy.  
 
Make sense? Okay, let’s strategize! 
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To run a successful campaign, it’s helpful to think of it like launching a 
rocket into orbit; you have to plan, build your rocket, and then launch 
it. So let’s start with your ‘mission planning’. 

 

1. Choose your teammates wisely 

Unfortunately, there is often just 1 person who tends to make things happen in a 
group.  No fun. So, who is on your team for this project? With IgniteCX, you certainly 
can do it alone, but we recommend that you recruit at least 1 or 2 other people – who 
share your passion – to help you with some of these tasks.  

But pick your team wisely. Otherwise, you can end up spending more time chasing 
people down to get a task accomplished than it takes to just do the task. Who do you 
KNOW will follow through and help you meet your goal?  

Once your “management” team is set, you’ll want to have them participate in the rest 
of these steps. 

 

2. Make your “List” 

Start a spreadsheet. Enter every single email address of family members, friends, and 
acquaintances you can think of (the email program on your computer may even have 
an ‘export function’ you can use. If so, save in Excel format (.xls or .xlsx).  

Also, ask for names and emails of alumni that were part of your dorm, club or 
organization and add them to your list. Have every group member do the same thing. 
Your list is GOLD. This list should be made PRIOR to launching. If you really put the 
time into creating a solid list, you’ll be amazed by your results. 

 

3. Choose your timeframe carefully 

We recommend that campaigns last no longer than 3 weeks. This creates a sense of 
urgency in your buyers. If they know your store will be there anytime, then why buy 
today? If your campaign lasts longer than that, you also run the risk of boring or even 
annoying your supporters. This will not only hurt you now, but in future campaigns. 
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Also, be sure to consider the timing of your campaign. Are there times to avoid, when 
major events are already drawing people’s attention (and money), like Homecoming, or 
in between Christmas and New Year’s when people aren’t around?  
 
Or, are there times you want to ‘piggyback’ on, like sports playoffs, student 
recruitment days, etc.? 

 

4. Rally at least 3 group members to be your social media team  

Ideally you want 3-5 people in addition to the ones already on your management team 
(see item 1, above).  You want the social media presence of your campaign to appear to 
come from lots of different sources. Each member of this team needs to commit to the 
process (see “Lift Off” - item 1, below) and be willing to recruit others. 

 

5. Recruit friends or family (non-group members) 

Choose people who are active on social media, who believe in your cause, and that you 
know will enjoy participating. There’s not a whole lot to it (see “Lift Off” - item 1, below) 
and you’ll be surprised at how many people will find it a fun change of pace and an 
exciting challenge.  

Just reach out and let them know what this campaign is about and how much it means 
to you. Don’t be afraid to ask for their help!  

 

6. Exponential help is even better 

Ask each of your recruited friends and family to also recruit more people that can 
commit to making a purchase as soon as the site is live. Let’s say you recruit 3 family 
members and 2 friends. And those 5 each do the same; 25 people.  
 
And let’s say you have two proactive team members doing the same; that’s 75 people! 
So you can see how dramatically this can accelerate your campaign’s success! 
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Now that you have your team and your list, it’s time to build the rocket 
– your campaign page and store – inside the IgniteCX system.  

 

1. Tell your story  

This is really important. You need to be able to engage people in a meaningful way to 
help them understand the importance of your campaign. Start by answering these 
questions and formulate your answers in just a few, clear, simple sentences.  

a. Why does your group or team exist in the first place?  

b. Why is your group trying to raise money?  

c. What are the results want to achieve? 

And remember; don’t be afraid to dig a little deeper and get the heart of your group’s 
‘mission’. This will allow you to connect with supporters on a deeper level. There is no 
stronger way to inspire someone to support your cause than to get them to identify 
with you in a personal way.  You’ll be glad you did! 

 

2. Upload a SWEET video 

There is something about video. The medium speaks to people directly, authentically. 
You immediately get to know someone (or a group of folks) much better and much 
faster.  

Look directly into the camera (smartphone). Eyes tell a story. You can be funny, 
lighthearted, playful and joyous but always be REAL and SINCERE. Get your group 
together and show what you do day-to-day. This is interesting for your supporters.  

Show them HOW the money will be used. Gather the group and say ‘thanks’. Your 
video doesn’t have to be polished. It needs to be real. Short is good. Less than 2 minutes 
is best. 

 

3. Add some great photos 

Pictures really do say a thousand words. Try to select pics that really connect with your 
supporters and that show the great things your group is doing.  
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4. Keep your store choices simple 

Think “In-N-Out Burger”. Their menu is limited for a very good reason; it keeps their 
customers laser focused. Reducing product choice means less buyer overwhelm and 
more purchases. We recommend no more than 3. 
 
Also, be sure to start with products that appeal to a wider audience – more people will 
be apt to buy a t-shirt than they would a purse. Remember also to make it special.  It 
should be cool enough that someone would want the item even if it wasn’t part of your 
campaign.  
 
But, we do caution you to use discretion. Yes, you want your product(s) to be unique, 
but not controversial. The last thing you need is supporters hesitating to buy 
something because they’d be afraid to wear/use it in public. 
 

5. Keep your design costs down and your profits up 

The money your campaign makes is based on the difference between how much it 
costs to buy and print your item(s) versus how much your supporters pay for them.  
 
That means you don’t want to design something with a bazillion colors and designs on 
every printable surface (front, back, both sleeves, etc.). Each location and color adds to 
your cost.  
 
And, really, how often do you look at a t-shirt when you are considering buying it and 
say, “Wow that price is really worth all of the extra colors”? The reality is most people 
don’t even notice if there are four colors versus two. So it is rarely worth the bang for 
your buck to add a bunch of colors in this context.  
 
That said, if your group or your campaign concept requires a more colorful expression, 
be sure to add it to your selling price. One of the great features of IgniteCX is that the 
designer tool includes a Profit Calculator, so you can see how the cost of the item 
increases with each added color/location. It also lets you see the potential profit and 
adjust your store price for the item accordingly.  
 
Lastly, don’t be afraid to set a higher price. It’s common to see t-shirts that range from 
$16 to $25 at Walmart. People are used to it.  
 
Not only that, the supporters visiting your site know that their money is going to a good 
cause, so they won’t mind, and might even expect, to pay a bit more. Think about it… 
people pay a hundred bucks for a hoodie just because it has their favorite sports team 
on it. Don’t be afraid to make some money! 
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Congratulations! You did it! Even if it doesn’t feel like it yet, you’ve 
already accomplished a lot… you’ve built a solid team, told your story in 
a great way, designed some great products, and built a cool webpage 
and online store. 
 
Now, it’s time to ‘flip the ignition switch’ and launch that baby into the stratosphere! Once 
your campaign has been ‘Published’ in the IgniteCX system, here’s how to reach ‘mission 
accomplished’ status as quickly as possible: 
 
1. Activate your friends / family social media team 

If you completed Mission Planning items 3-5, you’ll have a group you can now unleash 
on the world via social media. Here’s what you’ll need them to do: 

a. Purchase an item from your pop up store 

b. Leave a comment on your page 

c. Share on their own social media (see item 3-4 below for tips)  

IMPORTANT: These key steps are ideally performed the moment the store is 
launched, or at least as quickly as possible. This means you’ll want to reach out to your 
team several days before the campaign is launched as well as just before you launch.  
 
We can’t stress the importance of this enough, so make it a personal request – pick up 
the phone, write them a personal email or FB message. Make sure you let them know 
why this is so important to you and how much their help means to you. 
 

2. A fast start = success 

The reason why we stressed building a social media team and why you should activate 
it right after launch is this; the most successful campaigns start with a BIG, fast launch. 
If you can reach 30% of your goal in the first 2-3 days, your odds are much higher that 
you will reach your goal.  
 
It’s a proven phenomenon that when a supporter visits a pop-up store that already has 
a bunch of positive comments they are much more likely to make a purchase. 
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3. Share, share, share! 

In order to accomplish that big, fast launch you’ll need to really ‘put it out there’ in a 
consistent, committed way, in as many places as you can think of (see item 4 below). Here 
some of the different things you can share that have worked well for others:  

a. Stories from your members 

b. Funny moments 

c. A quick video of your members expressing their gratitude 

d. Best photos from the year 

e. A ‘eulogy’ for your old equipment (that is being replaced using the money raised)  

The idea here is; make it personal, and make it fun! Having a whole team of people 
communicating and sharing will have a measurable result. 
 

4. Mix it up and spread it out  

Remember that different audiences respond to different types of media. Be sure you 
cover all the bases; Facebook, Twitter, and any other social media platforms where 
people are that you know.  

But also remember the ‘old fashioned’ channels like emails and even ‘snail mail’. 
Postcards and letters are actually a novel idea in this digital age. Put up some flyers in 
the campus laundromat, at the local hangouts, etc.  

Plus, don’t be afraid to reach out to your extended family. You’re not asking them to 
fork over a hundred bucks, you’re just asking them to buy a shirt. There’s a good chance 
they’ll do it even if you haven’t seen them for 5 years. 
 

5. Update your page throughout the campaign 

Add new pictures and update your page’s ‘story’ to keep your supporters engaged and 
up to date with your progress. They’ll appreciate watching your success. Remember 
that once they make a contribution, either by buying an item or making a donation, 
they have a vested interest in seeing you succeed! 
 

6. Encourage comments  

Social proof rules. You can say all you want, but if someone outside of your group says 
the same thing, it carries WAY more weight. Ask your supporters specifically to leave 
comments when making donations or purchasing an item from your store. When 
others come to your site, the social proof will win them over. 
 

7. Send at least 5 emails throughout your campaign 

Is this overkill? No. People are busy. The emails are simply gentle reminders. Make 
them cool. You can tell compelling stories written by people in your group, sharing why 
the group is important to them. You can also use emails to update your progress: “Five 
more people bought our custom hoodie. You guys are awesome!”  

Post at least 5 times on Facebook and other social media as well. You can do that 
without adding to your ‘workload’ by using the same content as your emails. 
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8. Express your gratitude 

Write thank you notes DURING the campaign (as well as after). What?? Thank you 
notes from a pop up store? Yes this is an absolute must! People need to feel 
appreciated and when they do, they become your champions and will spread the word. 
Plus, if you ever run another campaign, those same people will be ready to contribute 
and participate again, knowing that they are appreciated. 
 

9. The final stretch 

Coming down the final stretch (the last day or two), you’ll want to do a final push. Hit all 
your communication channels with the reminder that time is almost up.  
 
Additionally, think about any stone you haven’t yet turned over. Are there people you 
were sure were going to make a purchase but have not yet done so? Reach out directly 
to them. We all live busy lives and many times people appreciate the reminder.  

These final pushes make a difference. Take a look at this graph: 

 

This represents a typical campaign response. Note the big launch over the first few 
days due to initial excitement. Also note how this campaign has leveled a bit for the 
middle period. This is due mostly to a lack of the sense of urgency in supporters who 
know they still have some time to make their purchase. 

However, once the last few days of a campaign arrive you will want to be sure to push 
hard through your communication channels to remind your supporters that your 
campaign will end soon.  

Even the final hours can make a BIG difference. It’s human nature; lots of people tend 
to procrastinate. So, when you send out that last announcement that their chance is 
over within a few hours, it is amazing how people respond. Urgency is king. 
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Once you launch a successful campaign and experience the satisfaction of a job well done, 
remember that each one gets easier, because you already know what it takes. 
 
Then, consider what could happen if you took this same campaign and duplicated it 3 to 4 
times per year. This is how your pop-up store can become a money machine! 
 
If your organization is big enough, you could even run 6 campaigns a year (if you run that 
many, we recommend that your campaigns be no longer than one week in duration so that 
you can stress the sense of urgency. This is referred to as a “flash sale”, and are often as 
short as 24 hours.) 
 
Your subsequent campaigns can be associated with times of year important to your group. 
As we mentioned in the ‘Mission Planning’ section, your ‘money machine’ campaigns may 
center on homecoming, the holidays, graduation, or playoffs. 
 
In the unlikely event your campaign wasn’t successful, don’t give up. There may have been 
some planning or building steps you missed, or you didn’t have the right team behind you. 
But giving up is the worst thing you could possibly do.  
 
Each successive pop-up store you create will be easier, and could easily make more money 
and satisfy your supporters more. In fact, different types of campaigns can even become 
traditions for your group and your supporters will begin looking forward to seeing your 
pop-up stores appear. 
 
It only takes experiencing success once to help you realize just what a massive, positive 
impact this system can have on your group. So keep at it! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[If you are still looking for the perfect answer to your pop-up store needs, please visit: 
http://www.ignitecx.com/university/video1/. You’ll find that in just a few easy steps, you’ll have a 
published pop-up store that is ready for your supporters.] 


